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RURAL URBAN INTERFACE

Survival and
accumulation strategies
at the rural-urban
interface in north-west
Tanzania

Jonathan Baker

SUMMARY: This paper presents empirical material collected
in the small town of Biharamulo (population 20,000) and four
surrounding villages in 1993.  The study area is located in the
Kagera Region of north-west Tanzania.  The paper attempts to
demonstrate how rural areas and small urban centres are eco-
nomically interdependent.  Biharamulo is a district headquarter
town and fulfils, inter alia, important administrative, marketing,
service and retailing functions.  The paper discusses how the
four villages interact with the town and illustrates how village
households adopt a combination of survival and accumulation
strategies including the use of rural and urban resources.  The
most successful village households appear to be those which
use urban opportunities and assets (for example, urban employ-
ment, urban house and shop ownership) to diversify income sources
and thereby avoid the uncertainties of relying solely on market-
able crop production for household security.  As a backdrop to
the whole discussion, an attempt is made to analyze the types
of households which might be poor or, at least, susceptible to
poverty.

I.  INTRODUCTION

SMALL TOWNS AS potential catalysts for rural development in
Africa have not received the attention they deserve.  Most devel-
opment research has traditionally focused on the large and pri-
mate cities in Africa.  In addition, much foreign aid has been
directed to rural development in the narrowest sense, meaning
agriculture, and this implies that rural change is an autono-
mous process that can be divorced from the urban component.(1)

This view of a dichotomous relationship between the rural and
urban economies must be rejected as the two are interdepend-
ent and complementary.  For example, the role of small towns
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may have a positive influence on rural development and agri-
cultural productivity through the provision of a range of goods
(agricultural inputs, consumer goods, and so on), urban cash
flows and other forms of flows, and services (agricultural exten-
sion, welfare services, and the diffusion of innovation).  In turn,
rural hinterlands provide resources (such as food, payment for
public services through taxation, labour, and demand for ur-
ban goods and services) which enable small towns to expand
their economic and social functions.

Much rural income is not derived directly from agriculture
but takes the form of off-farm and non-farm income generated
by farm households, often in small rural towns.  In some cases,
probably as much as one-third of rural income in sub-Saharan
Africa is derived from non-farm sources.  It appears that in the
African context, it is those rural households which are most
adept at utilizing small town opportunities and exploiting ur-
ban niches, in addition to using agricultural land resources,
that are most successful in ensuring household survival and
pursuing accumulation strategies.  By contrast, and at the risk
of oversimplification, the least successful households are those
which do not pursue such strategies or are, in other words,
non-diversified.  Much more research attention and policy con-
sideration should be directed at this important and fascinating
area of development.  One writer has even suggested that “...few
discussions of development can avoid referring implicitly or ex-
plicitly to rural-urban linkages.  They lie at the heart of eco-
nomic development and the structural transformation of the
economy.”(2)  This paper provides an empirical contribution to
this discussion.  The main focus of the paper is an investigation
of the town of Biharamulo and four surrounding villages in
Kagera Region in north-western Tanzania.(3)  The objectives of
the paper are as follows: first, to understand the nature of vil-
lage economies from a household perspective; second, to inves-
tigate the kinds of links village households have with the town
of Biharamulo; third, to investigate the degree of economic dif-
ferentiation between households within the villages.  Finally, an
attempt is made to analyze the types of urban and rural house-
holds which have adopted successful survival and accumula-
tion strategies, and those which might be poor or, at least, vul-
nerable to poverty.

II.  THE SETTING AND CONTEXTS

a.  The Town of Biharamulo

BIHARAMULO IS THE headquarter town for Biharamulo Dis-
trict, which is one of the six districts comprising Kagera Region.
In 1993, the town had a population of about 20,000; the total
population of the district is estimated at about 230,000.  The
growth of Biharamulo town has been strongly influenced by in-
migration: in 1992, the urban growth rate was 5.0 per cent a
year, of which 2.6 was attributable to natural increase and 2.4
per cent to in-migration.  Consequently, the ethnic complexity of
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the town is very varied largely as a result of in-migration of peo-
ple from different regions within Tanzania, as well as from neigh-
bouring countries.  Fifteen different ethnic groups are repre-
sented in the town, although the Subi (from within the district)
and the Haya (from around Bukoba) account for nearly 20 per
cent each of the total town population.  Another 20 per cent are
migrants from Rwanda, Uganda and Zaire.   A surprisingly high
number of households are headed by females.  Of a total 1,020
households in the town, 300 (29.4 per cent) are female headed.
This compares with only 7.1 per cent of village households which
are headed by women. What this indicates is that the town of-
fers greater possibilities of employment for females, particularly
in the informal service sector, although some independent women
are also engaged in the urban formal economy, particularly in
teaching and in district government.  The town is centrally lo-
cated within its district and is connected by major roads to
Bukoba in the north, Burundi and Rwanda to the west and
Mwanza (Tanzania’s second largest city) to the east (Map 1).  A
World Bank funded road upgrading scheme is currently
underway, and connections with the main Mwanza highway have
been greatly improved.  As the district headquarters for
Biharamulo District, the town is the seat of the District Commis-
sioner and is an important administrative and control centre for
the district.  Consequently, a good deal of urban formal employ-
ment is in activities related to local government.  In addition, a
brigade of the Tanzanian army is garrisoned on the  outskirts of
the town, and this creates significant demands for town services
and goods.  Biharamulo also fulfils important market, service
and transport functions.  There are daily bus services to Bukoba
and thrice-weekly bus connections to Mwanza, Ngara and
Kigoma.  The most common commercial links for the town are
with Mwanza and Bukoba, although trade with neighbouring
countries, particularly Burundi, is important for some imported
consumer goods such as beer and cloth.  Moreover, many trucks
on their way to Bukoba, Burundi and Rwanda pass through the
town and it has developed into an overnight stop, which has
stimulated the development of a significant bar, prostitution and
lodging sector.  As will be demonstrated below, the town of
Biharamulo offers a range of economic possibilities and niches
for surrounding village populations.

As Table 1 illustrates, Biharamulo is overwhelmingly a serv-
ice centre, and most business is concentrated in retailing or
providing lodging, food and beverage services.  Many businesses
have a small turnover although exceptions are the petrol sta-
tion, grain mills and butcher shops where daily turnover is high.
There is little manufacturing activity, and what exists is con-
centrated in the small-scale micro-enterprise sector producing,
for example, simple agricultural implements, household items
such as furniture, and metal lamps and charcoal stoves using
recycled materials. The town has a very good district hospital
(run by the Ministry of Health in conjunction with a Catholic
mission from The Netherlands), a number of primary schools
and a secondary school. There is a newly-built post and tele-
communications office and a bank.
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58%

Table 1:  An Inventory of Economic Activities in
Biharamulo

Type of activity Biharamulo

General Stores 80
Petrol station 1
Vehicle repair garages 2
Hotels and guest houses 9
Restaurants / snackbars / cafes 7
Bars n/a
Grain mills 3
Carpentry workshops 6
Bicycle repairers 3
Butchers 4
Bakeries n/a
Others 64

Total 179

Key

77%

A sample of households in four villages surrounding
Biharamulo was surveyed and social and economic profiles were
drawn up.  The villages are non-nucleated settlements with
households widely dispersed.  Three of the villages, Nyamahanga,
Bisibo and Katoke, are located approximately seven kilometres
from the town, while Rusabya is ten kilometres away.  Walking,
it will take two to four hours to reach Biharamulo, depending
on the route taken, and on any goods carried.  With the excep-
tion of Bisibo, all towns are located close to dry-weather roads.
A few householders (particularly those who worked in
Biharamulo) had bicycles and mopeds, which greatly eased the
aggravation of distance.

MAP 1:  The Location of the Town of Biharamulo
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All villages have their own elected councils which consist of
not less than 15 and not more than 25 members, of whom 25
per cent must be women.  The village executive officer is a paid
employee of the District Council and is always the Secretary of
the village council. Each village has a primary school, although
facilities are poor.  Bisibo and Rusabya lack village dispensa-
ries, which obliges people requiring drugs and treatment to visit
Biharamulo or, alternatively, to depend on mobile medical teams
which make regular visits.  In Nyamahanga, the Finnish Pente-
costal Mission runs, as part of its operations, a dispensary which
serves the needs of the local village population, while in Katoke,
a Catholic seminary provides similar services.  The villages are
largely ethnically homogeneous; 90 per cent of household mem-
bers are of Subi ethnicity, the dominant group of the district.
Although there has been some in-migration to the villages from
other parts of Kagera Region, the overwhelming majority of the
population were either born in the villages or moved to them
from other rural areas in Biharamulo District.  Of the 84 house-
holds surveyed, 57 heads of households and 47 spouses were
born in their villages, 19 householders and 26 spouses were
born in another rural areas of the district.  Only five household-
ers and two spouses were born elsewhere in Kagera Region, and
two householders and three spouses came from other regions in
Tanzania.  One householder was born in Uganda but had mi-
grated to the village of Nyamahanga 35 years ago.  Unlike the
more densely populated districts in the north of Kagera Region
(particularly in rural Bukoba), land scarcity was not considered
a problem generally by householders, and few cited lack of land
as a problem.  What was surprising, however, bearing in mind
Tanzania’s earlier experiment with rural socialism, was the very
unequal distribution of agricultural land as is demonstrated by
the data in Table 3.  Eighty-two village households (97.6 per
cent) owned land. The two households without access to land
were both female headed.  One worked as a barmaid cum pros-
titute in a village bar, while the other was a village community
development worker who rented a house in the village.

The average amount of farmland per household was 7.4 acres

Table 2:  Population Profiles of the Four Survey
Villages

Village No. of Population (1993)
households Male Female Total

Nyamahanga 413 1,047 1,083 2,130 (5.2)*
Katoke 361 1,192 1,086 2,278 (6.3)*
Bisibo 543 977 1,184 2,161 (4.0)*
Rusabaya 476 1,222 1,473 2,659 (5.6)*

Total 1,793 4,438 4,790 9,228

* represents mean household size
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in Rusabya, 3.4 in Nyamahanga, 3.1 in Katoke and 2.7 in Bisibo.
These average figures mask, however, substantial variations as
shown in Table 3, with the smallest landholding being 0.5 of an
acre and the largest 100 acres.  Of the 84 village households
surveyed, six were headed by women; five were divorced and
one was a widow.  Four female headed households had access
to land but had below average sized plots, ranging from one to
two acres.

Table 3:   The Distribution of Village Household Land
(acres per household)

Size in acres number of households % of total

no land 2 2.4
<1 2 2.4
1-2 17 20.2
2-3 22 26.2
3-4 18 21.4
4-5 7 8.3

5-10 14 16.7
>10 2 2.4

Total 84 100.0

The most usual way of acquiring land was through inherit-
ance, most commonly from the father’s family.  Fifty-eight house-
holders (69.0 per cent) had obtained land in this way.  In some
cases, where insufficient family land was available through in-
heritance, land could be acquired by applying to village coun-
cils for a plot.  Ten householders (11.9 per cent) had obtained
land in this manner on payment of a small fee (which varied
between 1,000 - 5,000 TSh) and a tin of local banana beer (rubisi)!
It was stated by informants that the amount of land allocated
depended on the size of the applicant’s household.  Five house-
holds (5.9 per cent) from other parts of the district had been
allocated land by village councils as a result of villagization in
1974, while eight immigrant households (9.5 per cent) had pur-
chased land privately from other villagers.  Land was purchased
from households who had surplus land, or from those with
money problems.  In the villages, no surveyed households had
been forced to sell land, and it is consequently impossible to say
whether this was a common phenomenon.  The price of land
varied between the villages; in Rusabya an acre of land could be
purchased for about 50,000 TSh, while in Nyamahanga, which
is much drier and soil quality is poorer, the same amount would
cost 20,000 TSh.

What most concerned villagers was the unreliability of rain-
fall, the cost and/or the unavailability of fertilizers  and, in some
cases, particularly in the village of Rusabya, the damage caused
by wild pigs.  The latter was something of a mixed blessing,
however, as pig meat did provide a supplement to household
protein requirements.
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In terms of agricultural production, well over 90 per cent of
households produced maize and beans, followed by bananas
and cassava.  All crops were grown for household consumption
and marketing.  It was stated that cassava was grown by all
households as it could withstand a range of climatic extremes
and acted as a kind of  insurance  crop when others failed.
Bananas are a very valuable and versatile crop in the village,
district and regional economies.  Three kinds of bananas were
grown: sweet bananas for eating (bunana), plantains for cook-
ing (ebitoke), and beer bananas (embele).

The cash crop is coffee but this was grown by only 20 per cent
of households.  All of it is marketed through village coffee coop-
erative societies.  Smith,(4) in his study of Muleba District, adja-
cent to Biharamulo District in the north, reports that small-
holder farmers are “exiting” from coffee production in favour of
the cultivation of beer bananas for a number of reasons.  These
include, inter alia, the longer time required to mature and har-
vest coffee trees, and the resistance of banana trees to insect
attack, in contrast to coffee.  Banana trees produce year round
and consequently provide a steady flow of cash on a regular
basis.  In comparison, coffee is harvested once a year and is a
tedious and labour-intensive procedure.  Whether a similar proc-
ess of “exiting” from coffee to beer banana production is taking
place in the survey villages is impossible to judge.  However,
what is clear is that a significant number of village households
are dependent on bananas and banana alcohol as an income
source.

The production, consumption and marketing of local beer (from
beer bananas and millet) and spirits (distilled from banana beer)
form an integral part of the economic, cultural and social life in
the survey villages and Biharamulo and, indeed, throughout
Kagera Region.(5)  The most common kind of beer produced was
from bananas (rubisi).  Millet and sorghum beer (pombe) were
less common as few households (only eight) cultivated either
grain.  However, some households reported buying millet or sor-
ghum to produce beer.  The production of beer for commercial
purposes is relatively easy and is, without doubt, profitable as
the following examples illustrate.  For a non-millet producing
household, 20 kilogrammes of millet grain can be purchased
for 1,000 TSh.  Apart from the input of millet, production of
pombe requires only water and labour to prepare a mash prior
to fermentation.  The final product can be sold for 1,600 TSh, a
mark-up of more than 60 per cent.  As most households grow
bananas, the production of rubisi beer is presumably even more
profitable; twenty litres of beer sells for 900 TSh.  However, the
most lucrative alcohol of all is derived from the distillation of
rubisi beer for the production of gongo, a highly potent and ille-
gal spirit.

Twenty litres of rubisi beer with a retail value of 900 TSh would,
after distilling once, produce 10 litres of gongo with a retail value
of 300-400 TSh per litre, or 3,000-4,000 TSh for ten litres.  Pre-
mium grade gongo, which is distilled twice, sells for, at least,
500 TSh a litre although the liquid loss is considerably greater
than with only one distillation.  Even households which do not
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cultivate beer bananas do produce gongo.  One respondent stated
that he purchased 60 litres of rubisi beer a month for 2,700 TSh.
After distilling twice he obtained 20 litres of high-quality spirit
which he sold for 500 TSh a litre or 10,000 TSh in total, result-
ing in a profit of 7,300 TSh, assuming firewood is gathered and
labour and transport costs are not included.

The equipment used to distil alcohol is fairly rudimentary and
can be constructed from local materials: large ceramic pots and
connecting bamboo pipes, and a continuous fire to maintain
the distillation process.  Because gongo production is illegal,
distillation takes place well away from farmsteads and the eyes
of the police although presumably with the knowledge of the
village councils.  Revealingly, an important reason given by re-
spondents as to the advantages of living in their village was
precisely the fact that the police rarely “snooped around”, in
contrast to Biharamulo town.

All or most village households produce some local beer, whether
from millet and sorghum or bananas.  Many informants stated
that they consumed alcohol daily, often in village groups, and
that this was often arranged on a ten-cell basis.  However, the
increasing commercialization of alcohol consumption has meant
the opening up of a very important income-generating avenue
for many households.

A few households had adopted specialized agricultural pro-
duction techniques and had created marketing niches in
Biharamulo.  In Rusabya, one householder who had been edu-
cated as an agricultural extension officer had used his training
and skills to cultivate tomatoes, onions, carrots, cabbage, paw-
paws and passion fruit specifically for the urban market.  Two
farmers were producing and marketing milk commercially; one
based in Nyamahanga supplied the orphanage at the Finnish
Pentecostal Mission with milk on a daily basis, while another in
Katoke village regularly supplied milk to the two best hotels in
Biharamulo.

Whilst agriculture is a vital element in the village economies,
the majority (83 percent) of households depended upon a vari-
ety of income-generating activities as survival and accumula-
tion strategies.  In many cases, non-farm and off-farm activities
(such as the production of alcohol and craftwork for marketing
locally and in Biharamulo, as well as employment and asset
ownership in town) were essential components in the house-
hold economies of these villages.

III.  THE NATURE OF RURAL-URBAN
INTERACTION IN THE STUDY AREA

DATA WERE COLLECTED on aspects of interaction of village
householders with the town of Biharamulo.  Table 4 indicates
the main advantages and disadvantages of village life as per-
ceived by villagers.

What is perhaps more surprising was the number of village
householders who preferred living in the village than in the town.
In response to the question  “would you like to live in Biharamulo
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rather than in this village?” only four (4.7 per cent) out of 84
household heads replied in the affirmative.  Of these four, three
were carpenters who felt a Biharamulo location would benefit
the marketing of their furniture.  The remaining householder
preferred Biharamulo because of the lack of welfare services in
his village.  However, for the overwhelming majority of village
householders, urban life was not attractive as it was too expen-
sive, whereas rural living was considered much cheaper and
people could also easily produce their food needs.  A few re-
spondents thought that town life was hard compared to that of
the village, whilst one respondent expressed the view that vil-
lage life was  easy!

Whereas most villagers preferred rural life, the majority of
householders did, however, have frequent contacts with
Biharamulo and more than 90 per cent visited the town more
than once a month, with 57 per cent visiting at least once a
week.  What this suggests is that rural people, at least in the
context of the study area, exploit the benefits of both the rural
and urban sectors without having the major disadvantages as-
sociated with living in the latter, for example, the higher living
costs.   The reasons for interacting with the town were many
and varied.  The main reasons are summarized in Table 5.

IV.  URBAN AND RURAL ECONOMIC
DIFFERENTIATION

BIHARAMULO TOWN AND the four villages exhibited striking
economic differentiation.  Much conventional wisdom informs
us that rural populations are often less economically differenti-
ated than town dwellers and that urban populations have a gen-

Table 4:  Village Household Perceptions of the
Advantages and Disadvantages of Living in their Villages

ADVANTAGES:

• Land availability always possible to produce some food
• Free firewood
• Free housing
• Lack of crime, no robbery
• No interference from the police - no hassle,

no bribe payments

DISADVANTAGES:

• Lack of good infrastructure:  dispensaries, poor
quality of primary schools, poor village roads

• High incidence of disease, particularly malaria
• Lack of good drinking water
• Lack of shops
• Lack of modern recreation facilities, e.g. cinemas
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erally superior economic status to that of their rural counter-
parts.  However, data from the urban and village surveys show
that both sets of populations are highly differentiated in terms
of reported incomes, household expenditure, size of landholding,
as well as having access to opportunities for exploiting urban
and rural resources.  Table 6 provides data on urban and rural
household incomes.

Deriving accurate income figures and reconstructing house-
hold budgets is complicated and extremely time-consuming.  The
figures presented here are, however, considered to be of the right
magnitude although to quantify the value of barter trade, “free
goods” such as firewood and meat from game animals, as well as
remittances into households from the outside, may understate
the level of household income and consumption.  In Biharamulo,
the richest household had an income of 103,750 TSh per month,
while the poorest received only 950 TSh per month, showing
that the richest household had 109 times more income than the
poorest!  The rich household had a well diversified income-gen-
erating structure which included farmland, a wholesale shop,

Table 5:  The Nature of Interaction of Rural Dwellers with the Town of Biharamulo

• Employment in town: a few people commute to the town on a daily basis for
work.  Some work for the District  Council on a permanent basis, while others are
temporarily engaged as labourers on construction sites, and on road maintenance
and construction projects.

• Ownership of income-generating assets in town: a few villagers own or rent shops
and kiosks, while others own houses which they rent out.

• Marketing of rural produce at the town market and through shops: includes crops,
livestock produce (eggs, chickens, goats),  pombe, and gongo (illegal).  Selling in
town is often preferred to selling in local village markets because better prices
are obtained in town, although transport costs, time and market fees have to be
considered.  Purchasing of food and other household commodities in town: food
(for example, rice), sugar, salt on a weekly basis; paraffin on a weekly basis;
clothing, shoes, agricultural implements purchased infrequently, often yearly.

• To visit health facilities and chemist shops:  Biharamulo Hospital is considered
by villagers to be far superior to village health facilities.  As the villages of Bisibo
and Rusabya lack dispensaries, many villagers are obliged to visit Biharamulo to
obtain medicines and treatment.

• Socialization: the social aspects of coming to town should not be understated,
and this is often combined with a visit to the market and shops, or after work.
Men (both rural and urban) are frequent visitors to the many bars.

• Educational facilities: all four villages have primary schools although village
children proceeding to secondary level are obliged to attend a school in
Biharamulo.

• Access to bus and truck transport to Bukoba, Mwanza, Arusha and Dar es Salaam.
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and employment in Biharamulo hospital.  By contrast, the poor
household was comprised only of an elderly widower, with no
other household support, and a small house garden which pro-
vided insufficient income for a livelihood; consequently, this man
was obliged to work as a casual labourer in town to supplement
his meagre income from farming.   In the four villages, income
differentials, although not as striking as the example above, were
nevertheless considerable.  In Nyamahanga, the household with
the lowest income earned 4,400 TSh per month, while the rich-
est earned 45,521 TSh: a 10.3 times differential between the
richest and poorest.  In Katoke, the poorest earned 5,700 TSh,
the richest 31,300 TSh, a differential of 5.5 times; in Bisibo, the
poorest earned 5,600 TSh, the richest 20,800 TSh, a differential
of 3.7 times; and in Rusabya, the poorest earned 6,516 TSh, the
richest up to 300,000 TSh; a differential of 46 times.  In the
latter village, the richest household was headed by a herbalist,
who owned 100 acres of productive farmland.  This household
was the richest of all households surveyed in both the four vil-
lages and in Biharamulo.  As an illustration of its wealth, it is
worth noting that the income of this household was approxi-
mately 80 per cent of the combined incomes of the 22 other
households in the Rusabya survey!

The question which needs addressing, and which is a central
issue in this paper, is why does such differentiation exist?  As
Evans reveals in his excellent survey of the literature, much has
to do with resource endowments of individual households but
also with the way that households are successful with income
diversification strategies.  The data collected for this study show
that the most successful households are those which are char-
acterized by multi-activity and risk-spreading.  In the context of
the study area, this is achieved by urban and rural households
alike exploiting rural and urban opportunities simultaneously.

Table 6: Household Income per Month in the Town of
Biharamulo and the Four Survey Villages

No. of households in
income class (TSh) Biharamulo Nyamahanga Katoke Bisibo Rusabya

Less than 10,000 6 6 7 3 6
10,000 - 19,999 4 11 10 15 10
20,000 - 29,999 5 2 2 2 3
30,000 - 49,999 7 1 1 - 3
50,000 - 69,000 2 - - - -
70,000 - 100,000 - - - - -
more than 100,000 1 - - - 1*

Total 25 20 20 20 23

Mean household
income per month 29,253 14,551 14,101 13,780 16,653

*  The income for this household (of TSh 300,000) has been omitted from the
calculation of village mean income.
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The least successful and poorer households are generally those
which arenon-diversified and/or which do not attempt to maxi-
mize the utilization of rural-urban resources.  Table 7 presents
the main income sources for urban and rural households.

Table 7 reveals the central importance of agriculture to resi-
dents of both Biharamulo and the four surrounding villages.  In
Biharamulo, 80 per cent of surveyed households derived all or
part of their income from farm produce.  In total, income from
farm sales represented 70 per cent of all urban household in-
come.  Two households had farms in the vicinity of Biharamulo,
seven had home gardens (which because of urban land planning
regulations could not exceed three-quarters of an acre) and 11
had both a home garden and a farm outside the town.  No data
were collected on the size of farms owned by urban dwellers.

In the villages, only three households did not produce market-
able crops; two were women (referred to earlier) and one a sol-
dier who had recently been transferred to the Biharamulo garri-
son from Iringa Region and who had purchased agricultural land
in Rusabya village.  Livestock and livestock produce made insig-
nificant contributions to total farm sales, although eggs and
chickens were marketed.  There were, however, two farmers with
dairy cattle who produced milk commercially (see above).

V.  POVERTY AND WEALTH: THE CONTEXTS

a.  Farm Income plus Labour Sales

HOUSEHOLDS WITH LITTLE land supplemented household
income by selling labour and these households form an extremely
vulnerable category.  The poorest category of households were

Table 7: Sources of Household Income (by main
categories) in Biharamulo and the Four Survey Villages

Biharamulo Four  villages
Mean Mean

N % income# N % income#

Crop production and
agric. labour 1 4.0 950 7 8.5 7,148
Crop production only* 4 16.0 13,340 14 17.0 10,115
Crop and alcohol
production 1 4.0 10,710 32 39.0 14,588
Crop production and
non-farm income 14 56.0 36,132 26 31.7 19,392
No crop production,
all non-farm 5 20.0 32,096 3 3.7 17,022

Totals 25 100.0 29,253 82 100.0 14,817

* Includes livestock, if any.
# Income in TSh per month.  Data on the richest household have been excluded
from the calculation of this table.
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those which made a living from sales of farm produce, supple-
mented by sales of labour to neighbouring farms.  As a group,
these households have little land (an average of 1.7 acres), tend
to have elderly household heads (the oldest was 80), either have
no education or only primary standard, and additionally may
be divorced or widowed.  The latter characteristic means that
divorced women and widowed men (the usual pattern) have lit-
tle or no support in doing the important labour tasks tradition-
ally reserved for the other sex.  While most of the labour tasks
undertaken by these households relate to agricultural work (dig-
ging with a hoe is a common activity), some said that they col-
lected firewood for other households.  The payment for agricul-
tural work is a meagre 100 TSh per day and, of course, demand
for agricultural labour is highly seasonal.  This category of house-
holds may be considered as survivors rather than having any
kind of well thought-out survival strategy.  One respondent, a
man of 55, probably epitomized the apparent hopelessness of
this category when he stated “I am waiting for death”.

b.  Farming-only Households: A High-risk Category

Only 14 village households and four in Biharamulo relied en-
tirely on crop sales as the single source of household income.
Crops marketed included beans, maize, bananas, sweet pota-
toes and, very infrequently, groundnuts and tomatoes.  There
was an insignificant amount of specialization regarding crops
grown and little attempt to grow high-value produce such as
horticultural crops.  There were two farming households which
were exceptions to this lack of specialization - one in Nyamahanga
and the other in Biharamulo, with a farm outside the town.  The
Nyamahanga farmer was referred to earlier in this paper.  He
sold milk to the Nyamahanga Mission orphanage and, in addi-
tion, tomatoes and onions to the district prison in Nyamahanga,
and in Biharamulo.  His monthly income of 17,900 TSh was, by
far, the highest of any village farming-only household.  The
Biharamulo farmer grew bananas and coffee (the only coffee
cultivator of any rural or urban farming-only household) and
was in the process of purchasing an additional ten acres of land
for timber production (for construction and fuelwood) to supply
the Biharamulo market.  This farmer was obviously very busi-
ness oriented and this was reflected in a household monthly
income of just under 26,000 TSh.

It is clear that farming-only households generally are charac-
terized by conservatism and an absence of  dynamism which
might suggest that they have adopted a risk-aversion strategy.
However, on closer inspection, this argument is not tenable for
the simple reason that relying on only crop income can prove
risky and even disastrous in the event of a poor harvest, making
them highly susceptible to the vagaries of rainfed agriculture.

According to district council agricultural officers and elderly
respondents, there has been drought in the district every ten
years since at least 1944.  During the period of fieldwork in
November 1993, villagers were very worried about the lack of
precipitation in what was the main rainy season, and their fears
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were subsequently realized when the rains did, in fact, fail.
Farming-only households are consequently a vulnerable and
high-risk group, likely to face problems of temporary poverty.

c.  Households combining Alcohol with Crop Production:
A More Secure Category

Households producing and marketing a combination of crops
and locally produced alcohol comprised 39 per cent of all village
households.  One crop/alcohol household was surveyed in
Biharamulo (representing 4 per cent of the urban sample).  No
gongo was apparently produced in the town.  However, many
more village households produced alcohol commercially (exclu-
sively those with non-farm income sources) but income from
alcohol as a percentage of total household income was smaller
than the above figure indicates.  In total, 43 households (52 per
cent) produced some alcohol commercially, with 26 producing
pombe and rubisi, 13 producing primarily gongo, and four pro-
ducing both kinds of beverages.  All villages, except Nyamahanga,
produced both beer and gongo.  In Nyamahanga, only three
households produced beer, none gongo.  The explanation for
the low commercial production figure for Nyamahanga may cer-
tainly be related to the evangelizing influence of the
FinnishPentecostal Mission.

For the 14 crop/alcohol producing households, alcohol sales
made significant contributions to total income; for example, in
one household gongo sales accounted for 78 per cent of total
income, while in another, beer accounted for 46 per cent.  The
production of beer and spirit was defined by a sexual division of
labour.  All beer production was undertaken by women, all gongo
production by men.  There were three main commercial outlets
for selling alcohol: from individual households, in village bars,
and bars in Biharamulo.  No data were collected on the relative
importance of these three outlets.  Alcohol retailed in Biharamulo
fetched a higher price than in the villages.  Twenty litres of rubisi
beer sold for 900 TSh in town bars, while in the villages the
same quantity only sold for 600 TSh.  Thus, the incentive to sell
in town was considerable.  It was also reported that some vil-
lage gongo, because of its value and transportability, was mar-
keted away from Biharamulo, even as far as Bukoba town, al-
though this related to sales of premium quality spirit.  Because
of the illicit nature of gongo, care was needed in its disposal.
Some producers reported bringing it to Biharamulo, where it
was sold in particular bars early in the morning or late at night
to avoid detection by the police.  Larger-scale producers also
sold gongo directly to middlemen with pick-up trucks who pur-
chased 25 litre jerry-can amounts at the farm.  However, it is
difficult to understand how such a trade was kept secret from
the police but most likely it was tolerated in return for bribes.

The commercialization of locally produced alcohol has meant
that it has become an important source of income for some vil-
lage households.  Unlike crop-only households, which are vul-
nerable, households combining crop and alcohol sales are more
secure and are assured of a fairly constant flow of cash to meet
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necessary household expenditures and to ensure survival.  In
the absence of longitudinal data, it is impossible to determine
whether this kind of household uses income for purposes of
accumulation, such as purchasing more land or investing in
off-farm activities.  For female headed households,  however, it
does provide an opportunity to supplement income and enhance
the security of the household, as can be illustrated by the fact
that five of the six female headed households derived a part of
their income from beer production.

d.  Rural-urban Straddler Households as Successful
Accumulators

The most economically successful and secure group of house-
holds are those which combine crop production and marketing
with a variety of non-farm and off-farm income-generating ac-
tivities.  Non-farm production refers to activities which are car-
ried out on the farm but which are not related to crop produc-
tion, for example, furniture and brick-making for marketing in
both urban and rural markets.  Off-farm production refers to
activities carried out away from the farm, and includes village
school teachers, village medical personnel, road construction
and maintenance workers, administrative, clerical and army
personnel working in Biharamulo, and ownership of urban as-
sets such as a shop or rooms for renting.  Through processes of
risk aversion, income diversification and multi-activity, strad-
dler households are successful accumulators who generate
wealth which is used, inter alia, for purchasing more land, ac-
quiring more urban assets or improving the value of existing
assets (for example, through the expansion of shop premises or
increasing the range of goods stocked), and sending children to
private schools or for private tuition.

The upshot of these kinds of investments is to increase the
wealth-creating foundation of the household, as well as to en-
hance its security.  It is difficult to determine whether any of the
above sources of accumulation are given priority.  However, in
situations of increasing land scarcity, where the acquisition of
extra land is problematic (as, for example, in rural areas of
Bukoba in northern Kagera), investments would need to be made
for improving the productivity of the existing land and/or shift-
ing to more lucrative crops, in acquiring urban assets or em-
phasizing the education of children.  Investing in the  education
of children is obviously a long-term and relatively expensive strat-
egy.  Moreover, given the great uncertainties surrounding for-
mal sector employment opportunities for school leavers in Tan-
zania and elsewhere in Africa, it is possible that parents will
increasingly see no advantage in making such an unprofitable
kind of investment.

VI.  CONCLUSIONS

THIS PAPER HAS attempted to highlight aspects of rural-ur-
ban interaction between the district headquarter town of
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Biharamulo and four surrounding villages in Kagera Region,
north-western Tanzania.  While agriculture is the mainstay and
dynamo of the district economy, it was shown that for many
village households non-farm and off-farm economic activities,
in addition to agricultural land, are central components in house-
hold security and accumulation strategies.  Moreover, for ur-
ban dwellers, access to agricultural land, in addition to urban
employment, is an important element in household diversifica-
tion strategies.

The discussion was contextualized within a framework which
attempted to identify those households which would most likely
be poor or, at least, vulnerable to poverty.  Poor and vulnerable-
to-poverty households were identified as those being economi-
cally non-diversified.  These were of two types.  First, those with
small areas of land, who were obliged to sell their labour to
other farmers.  Second, crop-only households with no off-farm
or non-farm income-generating sources, where a poor harvest
could have severe implications for the economic viability of the
household.

By contrast, more secure rural and urban households adopted
a range of diversification strategies involving risk-spreading by
having one foot based in rural activities and one based in urban
activities.

The results of this research raise two issues for further inves-
tigation.  First, would the interaction of village households with
a town be less frequent and less beneficial (for example, fewer
off and non-farm income sources) if the villages had been lo-
cated further away?  Second, how important are remittances to
poor households in ensuring survival, and to richer households
in sustaining accumulation?




